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On Ice Helpers Directive 

Players registered with FMMHA can be used as on ice helpers in practices, thus providing valuable 

assistance to coaches in running efficient and effective practices. Being an on ice helper provides 

those members an opportunity to acquire valuable experience in learning leadership skills while 

providing service to the community. This along with acting as a role model to younger players, 

are 2 objectives of FMMHA.   

Equally significant is that with this positive opportunity comes a greater responsibility for 

coaches. Because acting as on ice helpers, may also possibly present risks to the safety of the 

players on the ice and the helper themselves, the head coach needs to be extra diligent in their 

management of on ice helpers. This directive outlines the appropriate use and requirements of 

on ice helpers.  

The following are the requirements that must be adhered to in order to safely permit the use of 

on ice FMMHA player-helpers;  

To qualify as an On Ice Helper a player must... 

1. ... be registered as a player with the FMMHA association  

2. … be at least one division in age higher than the players on the ice; helpers playing in the 

same division as the players on the ice, or playing in a younger division, are not permitted 

on the ice.  

3. … wear full hockey equipment that they would normally wear in their own games and 

practices, including a CSA approved helmet with full cage and a neck guard.  

4. … be mature enough to be a “help” and not a distraction to players.   

Coaches must be mindful that though a helper is developing leadership skills,  this is not the ice 

time allocated to improving the helper’s hockey skills.  

The following are a list of tasks that fulfill an On Ice Helper’s role. Helpers may... 

1. … assist coaches with demonstration of individual drills. 

2. … move pucks, pylons and nets around to help a coach prepare for drills. 

3. … pass pucks to players during drills at the request of a coach. 

4. … work one on one with a player to improve a skill, such as shooting or passing.  
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The following are a list of tasks that do not fall under an On Ice Helper’s role. Helpers may not… 

1. … provide instructions to players; instruction is only to be provided to players by a 

certified coach. 

2. … demonstrate individual tactics (e.g. angling) or team tactics drills (e.g. fore-checking) in 

place of a certified coach.  

3. … participate in drills, scrimmages or shootouts.  

4. … be permitted on the ice for Female Team practices.  

Use of an On-Ice Helper requires the Division Director’s approval, prior to the helper being on 

the ice.  The requesting team’s Head Coach must submit via email the helper’s name, division 

and team, as well as details of the helper’s role with this team and the tasks the helper will be 

assisting the coach.    

Helpers are not to be used to replace certified adult coaches.   WBHL Coaches are reminded that 

if they are having difficulty providing enough assistant coaches to run an efficient and effective 

practice, that they should contact their Division Director who will assist them in providing 

additional coaching resources.    

Adults who are not listed as a team official on the team roster registered with Hockey Canada, or 

not listed as a certified coach on another FMMHA team, may not assist as helpers on the ice at 

practices.  

Any certified FMMHA coach who is on a roster in the current season may be invited on the ice 

for practice with a team that is not the team with which they are registered.  (I.e. a certified 

coach, registered with one FMMHA team, may run a practice or assist with a practice for another 

FMMHA team if the coaches of that team are not available or they have asked the other coach 

for assistance). 
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